Matthews and Sumner have proved in [12] that if G is a 2-connected claw-free graph of order n such that 6>~(n-2)/3, then G is hamiltonian. Li has shown that the bound for the minimum degree 6 can be reduced to n/4 under the additional condition that G is not in /7, where /7 is a class of graphs defined in [7] . On the other hand, we say that a graph G is almost claw-free if the centres of induced claws are independent and their neighbourhoods are 2-dominated. Broersma, Ryjfirek and Schiermeyer have proved that if G is 2-connected almost claw-free graph of order n such that 6 >~(n -2)/3, then G is hamiltonian. We generalize these results by considering the graphs whose claw centres are independent. If G is a 2-connected graph of order n and minimum degree 6 such that n ~< 46 -3 and if the set of claw centres of G is independent, then we show
Introduction and notation
In this paper, we will consider only finite, undirected graphs, without loops or multiple edges. We use the notation and terminology in [1] . In addition, if G is a graph,
we denote by V(G) the vertex set of G, by E(G) the edge set of G. For any a E V(G), A C_ V(G), B C V(G) -A and any subgraph H of G, we put

NH(a) = {v C V(H): av E E(G)},
dH(a) = tNH(a)I,
NH(A)= U NH(v),
eCA
EH(A,B)= {uvE E(H): uE A and vE B}, and N(a)=Nc(a), d(a)=da(a).
In a graph G, the subgraph induced by A C V(G) will be denoted by G [A] . If C=clc2...CpCl is a cycle, we let C [ei, cj] , for i¢j, be the subpath cici+l.., cj, and C-[cj, ci] = cjcj_l.., ci, where the indices are taken modulo p. For any i, we put c [ =ci+l, c[-=ci-l, c [l =el+l, cS =ci-i for any l~>2 and for any set AC_ V(C), A+ ={a+: aEA}, A-={a-: aEA} and A+l={a+l: aEA}. We will use similar definitions for a path. A graph is said to be claw-free (or K1,3 -free) if it does not contain a copy of the complete bipartite graph KI,3 as an induced subgraph. Moreover, we denote by n the order of the graph and by 6 the minimum degree of the graph.
In recent years, there have been a lot of results dealing with claw-free graphs. People are interested in finding sufficient conditions in claw-free graphs for various cycle and path properties. Many of these are related to traditional conditions on degree, neighborhood union, connectivity, independence number, etc. for hamiltonian graphs. We are interested in the following result and conjecture due to Matthews and Sumner.
Theorem 1 (Matthews and Sumner [12] ). If G is a 2-connected claw-free graph of order n such that 6>~(n -2)/3, then G is hamiltonian.
The bound in Theorem 1 is sharp as shown by the graphs in Fig. 2 [11] ). Every 4-connected claw-free graph is hamiltonian.
(A) (with GI = G2 = G3 = Kn/3 ).
Conjecture 2 (Matthews and Sumner
Many contributions of various authors, following M. Matthews and D. Sumner, have been made. See the following three results. Theorem 3 (Liu and Wu [10] ). If G is a 2-connected claw-j?ee 6-regular graph such that 6 ~> (n -1 )/4 then G is hamiltonian.
Theorem 4 (Flandrin et al. [4]). If G & a 2-connected claw-free graph of order n >1 20
such that 6~(n -2)/3, then G is pancyclic.
Theorem 5 (Zhang [13] Let/7 be the set of all the graphs defined as follows: if G is in H, then G can be decomposed into three vertex disjoint subgraphs GI, G2, G3 such that V(G)= U~=1 V(Gi) is an example of such a graph.
The bound for the minimum degree 6 in Theorem 1 can be reduced to n/4 for most of 2-connected claw-free graphs of order n. In [7] , the first author obtained the following theorem.
Theorem
(Li [7]). If G is a 2-connected claw-free graph of order n such that G ~ 11 and >1 n/4, then G is hamiltonian. The bound n/4 is sharp.
The sharpness of the theorem can be shown by the following class J of graphs: if G is in J, it contains four cliques G~, G2, G3 and G4
and Ec(Gi, Gj) = {v~vj}, 1 ~<i <j ~<3 and Ec(Gi-{ui}, G4-{ui}) ~- (3, 1 <<,i<~3 , where {ui, vi} E V(Gi), for any i, (see Fig. 1 ). The graphs G in J are 2-connected, claw-free, nonhamiltonian, of order 46 + 1 and are not in F unless c5 = 2. It is conjectured in [7] that except for several classes of graphs, the bound for 6 may go down to (n + c)/5, for some constant c. On the other hand, it is also interesting to investigate some classes of graphs which do not contain 'too many' claws. We say that a graph G is almost claw-free if the centres of induced claws are independent and their neighbourhoods are 2-dominated. More precisely, G is almost claw-free if there is a (possibly empty) independent set
x E A, where ~ is the independence number and 7 is the size of a minimum dominating set. Then we have two results due to Broersma, Ryjfi6ek and Schiermeyer. Theorem 7 (Broersma et al. [2] ). If G is 2-connected almost claw-free graph of order n such that 6>~(n -2)/3, then G is hamiltonian.
Theorem 8 (Broersma et al. [2] ). If G is 2-connected almost claw-free graph of order n such that the degree sum of any three independent vertices is at least n, then G is hamihonian.
They also conjectured that the bound for the degree sum in Theorem 8 may be reduced to n -2.
It is clear that the class of graphs in which the set of claw centres is independent, contains all claw-free graphs and also all almost claw-free graphs. So the following result that we will prove in this paper implies Theorems 1,3, 7, 6 (with a constant 3 in difference).
Let FI and F2 be the classes of graphs defined as follows: G is in F1, if and only if there exist two vertices u and v such that G-{u, v} can be decomposed into three vertex disjoint subgraphs GI,G2, G3 and such that E6(Gi, Gj)=O, 1 <~i <j~<3. 
Theorem 9. Let G be a 2-connected graph of order n and minimum degree 6 such that n<~46-3. If the set of claw centres of G is independent, then either G is hamiltonian or G c F. The bound n <~ 43 -3 is sharp.
The sharpness of the bound n ~< 46 -3 in Theorem 9 can be seen from the graph G (see Fig. 3 ) in which there is some vertex x such that d(x)=n -1 and G-{x} contains four complete subgraphs G1, G2, G3 and G4 with IGll= Ia21 = 1631 = 1641 = 6 and such that
1 ~<i <j~<3. The graph is 2-connected, nonhamiltonian, of order 43 -2 with one claw centre x.
Proof of Theorem 9
We will use the following theorem of Dirac and a lemma of Jackson, Li and Zhu.
Theorem 10 (Dirac [3] Lemma 1 (Jackson et al. [6] ). Let D be a connected graph such that for every longest path P, the sum of the degrees of the two endvertices of P is at least I v(P)I + 1.
Then D is Hamilton-connected.
Suppose that G satisfies the conditions of Theorem 9 and is not hamiltonian. We also assume that the minimum degree 6 is at least 4 since the case of 2 ~< 6 ~< 3 could be verified easily by using Theorem 10. Let C = clc2 ..... CpCl be a longest cycle in G and H a component of G -C. By Theorem 10, p>~26.
Let f2 := {u E V(G): u is a claw center}, which by the condition of the theorem, is an independent set. For any two vertices x and y in Nc(H), let xHy denote a path between x and y with all internal vertices in H.
Proof. If there exist three vertices XI,X2,X 3 E Nc(U) such that xi-x + ~ E(G) for i= 1, 2,3, then xiEf2 since it is clear by the maximality of C that x [-,x+~N(u Similarly, we have By the maximality of C, (1), (2') and Claim 1,
X~2X2 ~ E(G) if x+x~-,x]xy E E(G).
since otherwise it is easy to construct a cycle longer than C. It follows that
IV(G)] >/IN(x+Z)] + ]V(H)I + INc(u)+UNc(u) -U {xj,x+2,x? 2" x~ E No(u) -Q} -{xi+,x~+l }l
and by Claim 1,
Hence,
Recalling that we may assume 6 ~> 4, this gives This gives
dc(u) <~ n -6 -d(u) + 4 -INc(u) +2 -Nc(u)-2[
and by the assumption of 6 ~> 4, 
Suppose that there exist Xl,X 2 E V(C), x I ~x2, such that UlXl,UmX 2 EE(G). Consider the segments on C strictly between vertices of Nc(ul )U {x2}. By the maximality of C, (1) and Claim 1, we deduce that the two segments that have one end vertex in {x~,xf}, have at least either m + 1 or m vertices in each according to whether the other endvertex in (Nc(ul) 
>~ 26 + dH(Ul) + dH(Um) >~ 4~ --dc(ul) --dc(um).
Since n ~< 46 -3, this gives dC(Ul) -~-dc(fgm) ~ 3 which implies that dc(ul) >~ 3 and dc(u,.)=O.
We will show that there exists some vertex ut in P, t/> 2, such that there are two vertex disjoint paths P1 = UlXl and P2 = ut..
.x2 between Ul, ut E P and xl,x2 c V(C), with V(P2)A(V(P)UV(C))={uz,x2}
, and such that ut can be joined to ul by a path Q in G[V(P)] with at least f:= min{6 + 1,dt4(ul) + 1} vertices. Since G is 2-connected, there is a path P2 =ut...x2 between P-{Ul} and V(C). Let Pl = ulxl for any vertex Xl ENc(ul) -{x2}. Without loss of generality, we assume t ~< f. Let j = max{i: uiul E E(G)) >~ dH(ul ) + 1 and q = max{i: uiu2 E E(G)}. The existence of the two paths is obvious if t=2 because of the path Q;=P [uz, uj] According to the ut we have got above, we consider the segments on C between vertices of Nc(u~ )U {x2}. By (1) and the maximality of C, and similar arguments that gave (4), at least two segments contain f+ 1 or f vertices, respectively, and the others contain at least 3 or 2 or 1 vertices, respectively, depending on whether the endvertices are in Nc(ul )N (2. It follows from (3) that 
-3 >~ n >~ IV(H)I + k(IV(H)I + 1) + 2(INc(v)
We obtain a contradiction if k/> 
By using n ~< 48-3 and from k + h >~ 8 + 1, we deduce that k ~ 2. Let {ulxl,u2x2} be the maximum matching of two edges. If h=2, by Claim 2, we have ~i=4 and n= 13 and it is easy to get a cycle longer than C. So we assume h ~> 3 and hence deduce h >~ 8 -1.
We claim that
If there exists some x3 is longer than C, a contradiction. So we have
X(x-) A ( C[x2h,x2 ] U C[x~,xfh]) = O.
Combining this with (7) 
This implies
Combining (10) with (2) 
or
IC[x+,y[]UC[x"+,x2lUC[y~,x?]j >t h if x2x ~ ~E(G).
(14')
Notice that if xl x+ EE(G), since XlX + f~E(G) and by (10) and (2), we deduce that tN(x+)nN(x+)l ~< 1. So by (13) , (11) and (14) Subcase 2: xlx" E E(G).
Put
C2 := XlHXz(x 2 )x~ C[x +2, y~ ]y2yl C-[yl,x~]x'C[x'+,x"-]x"xl,
where x 2 is omitted if x~x + f~ E(G) or x" =x~. Similar to Subcase 1, we have that
IC[y+,x '-] U C[x"+,x~ 2] U C[y~,x~]l >>. h if x~x + E E(G)
IC[y+,x'-] u C[x"+,x~] u C[y+,x?ll >1 h if x2 x+ E E(G),
(15') and also (by using (15) or (15') instead of (14) 
